
Goal
Bench

Design Thomas Bernstrand

Concrete is a favourite material for architects and product designers alike, who often use it to create unique

surfaces. The reinforced fibre concrete surfaces of the Goal bench make it an ideal choice for outdoor environments,

as well as an attractive complement to hi-tech interiors. The surfaces are anchored to a pair of stainless steel

runners to create a strong and stable base. The blend of untreated stainless steel and polished concrete gives Goal

an architectonic effect that mirrors the simplicity of many architectural styles.

CERTIFICATION
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46 cm

175 cm 45 cm

Dimensions and weight Length: 175 cm

Width: 45 cm

Height: 46 cm

Vikt: 32 kg

Individual dimensions

Stand steel pipe: dimensions: 38 x 2 mm, hot-dip galvanized.

Seat: Polyurethane coated steel pipes 30 x 2 mm, with the PUR molding Ø 44 mm.

Alternatively: seat in top-glazed pine.

Product numbers and
combinations

U07-39  Goal bench, black seat in polyurethane

U07-40  Goal bench, green seat in polyurethane

U07-41  Goal bench, red-brown seat in polyurethane

U07-42  Goal attachment hardware, set of 4 pieces

U07-45  Goal bench in glazed pine, Gori 890 flint

Append to product number

INSTALLATION TYPE

M for in-ground.

N for surface mount.

Standard colours RAL 9005

NCS S 8010-G10Y (Grön)

NCS S 4550-Y80R (Röd)

NCS S 8502-B

Materials and surface
treatments

Polyurethane.

Pine

Nola's pine is of high quality and comes from sustainable forestry. Pine is an

environmentally friendly, domestically produced material. Damaged or untreated

pine is quite easily attacked by decomposition processes; therefore, it is

particularly important to repair damaged surfaces.

Steel

Nola uses high-quality steel with good strength in our products. Steel rusts if left

untreated and must therefore be surface treated. 
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Water-based glaze

Varnishing of wood is done with a water-based varnish. A water-based paint that

is kinder to the environment. Under normal use, the paint has a good wear

resistance and long durability.

Hot-dip galvanized

Hot-dip galvanizing provides very strong protection against corrosion. The steel is

dipped into a bath of hot liquid zinc. The zinc attaches and creates a surface

coating on the steel part, which is then taken out of the bath and drained of

excess zinc.

Assembly and placement Freestanding

Freestanding product that is placed directly on the ground.

In-ground

Cast in ground.

Surface mount

Can be bolted above ground, to the floor or to a cast-in-place foundation. Bolts

not included.

Delivered in parts for assembly on site.

Maintenance Scratched steel can be treated with zinc primer. The laths do not normally require

maintainence.

Clean using mild detergents only.

Water-based glazed pine

Products in varnished pine must be maintained regularly with alkyd paint.

Maintenance intervals approximately 1 time per year. Damage and cracks should

be repaired immediately. Touch-up paints in spray packaging are available in

standard colors to order.

Hor dip galvanized steel

Hot-dip galvanized can be touch-up painted with so-called "cold galvanizing".

Read more in our general maintenance advice at nola.se/en/care-and-
maintenance

Versions With polyeuretane-coated steel pipe.

Frame made in hot-dip galvanised steel.

Character The Goal bench is an ideal choice for outdoor environments, as well as an

attractive complement to hi-tech interiors
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Designers

Thomas Bernstrand

Designer Thomas Bernstrand, who owns his own design studio in

Stockholm, has participated in a large number of design and art

exhibitions around the world such as MoMA in New York, Colette in

Paris, Biennale Design Saint-Etienne and others.

Bernstrand has received several awards for his work, including

Excellent Swedish Form and Winner of the Good Design Award

2012 for Nolastolen Share. For Nola, Bernstrand has designed a

large number of products and furniture series and participated in

a number of special projects over the years.
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